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‘Voices’
protest
against
IPRM

GIE building delayed
to 2016 due to harsh
weather

SHELBY BLACKLEY
CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR

Students at Wilfrid Laurier University have come forward and
expressed concerns with the Integrated Planning and Resource
Management report.
A group called “Laurier Student Voices,” which is comprised
of about 20 undergraduate and
graduate students, has taken an
opposition to IPRM.
They will be doing a demonstration by way of a silent protest
in the Quad on Thursday before
the board of governors meeting
and have created a petition circulated among Laurier students
asking the board to “reject IPRM
in its current form.”
At the meeting, the board will
be discussing the IPRM report
and giving the Laurier community the opportunity to voice
their opinions. They will have
the option to either vote on the
report or table motions until the
next meeting.
The silent protest will continue through the meeting, with
students moving closer to the
Senate and Board Chamber
when the meeting starts at 1 p.m.
Some students will be protesting
while others will be expressing
their concerns in the discussion
portion of the meeting.
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ARTS & LIFE

HOCKEY

Hawks upset Gaels in playoffs
Women’s hockey defeats sixth-place Queen’s 3-2 in first round of playoffs
DREW YATES
STAFF WRITER

Two late goals in the third period was all the Wilfrid Laurier
University women’s hockey team
needed in a 3-2 victory in game
two to sink the Queen’s Gaels in
first round play.
The Hawks swept the sixthplace nationally ranked team in
the country two games to none
in the best-of-three series and
advanced to the second round of
the Ontario University Athletics
playoffs. They will now face the
Western Mustangs in the semifinal round.
The win came just two days

after a triple-overtime victory by
the Golden Hawks at home.
Fourth-year defender Haley
Baxter and third-year left-winger
Erika Kiviaho scored a minute
and a half apart in the final three
minutes of the third period to
take the lead.
Head coach Rick Osborne
had to make changes on the fly
in order to adapt to the ongoing
situation playing out on the ice.
“I had been working on a pull
goalie play, and then I switched
and I was working on the overtime lineup, and then I was able
to whisk my little scorecard away
and focus on defending a one
goal lead for the last minute,” he

said.
“There was a mixture of emotions on the bench — it was a
pretty composed bunch who
scored twice.”
Fourth-year centre Jessie Hurrell scored the game-tying goal a
minute into the second period.
The Gaels would retake the lead
at the end of the second period.
Special teams was also a huge
factor in the series. The Gaels
ended the regular season with
the top powerplay in the conference while the Hawks placed
second.
Laurier had the advantage on
Sports, page 15

“There was a mixture of
emotions on the bench...”

-Head coach Rick Osborne

A look at the
on-camera and
off-camera awards at
this year’s Academy
Awards
Page 10
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Do you know what
IPRM is?

“No.”
–Allison Hague, fourthyear business and
financial math

“I don’t know what the
IPRM is.”
–Allaham Vijay, secondyear business

ANDREAS PATSIAOUROS/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

The Wilfrid Laurier University women’s hockey team huddles up before their quarterfinal game against Queen’s, who they went on to defeat 3-2.
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“I read about it on Facebook but I’m not entirely
sure what it is.”
–Tyler DenHollander,
second-year business

“No.”
–Zachary Gerlock, firstyear psychology

“No I don’t.”
–Xavier Tu, second-year
psychology
Compiled by Jessica Dik
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COLOPHON
The Cord is the official student
newspaper of the Wilfrid Laurier University community.
Started in 1926 as the College
Cord, The Cord is an editorially independent newspaper
published by Wilfrid Laurier
University Student Publications,
Waterloo, a corporation without
share capital. WLUSP is governed by its board of directors.
Opinions expressed within
The Cord are those of the author
and do not necessarily refl ect
those of the editorial board, The
Cord, WLUSP, WLU or CanWeb
Printing Inc. All content appearing in The Cord bears the
copyright expressly of their
creator(s) and may not be used
without written consent.
The Cord is created using Macintosh computers running Mac
OS X 10.5 using Adobe Creative
Suite 4. Canon cameras are
used for principal photography.
The Cord has been a proud
member of the Ontario Press
Council since 2006. Any

unsatisfi ed complaints can
be sent to the council at info@
ontpress.com.
The Cord’s circulation for
a normal Wednesday issue
is 6,000 copies and enjoys a
readership of over 10,000. Cord
subscription rates are $20.00
per term for addresses within
Canada.
The Cord has been a proud
member of the Canadian University Press (CUP)since 2004.

PREAMBLE
The Cord will keep faith with
its readers by presenting news
and expressions of opinions
comprehensively, accurately
and fairly. The Cord believes
in a balanced and impartial
presentation of all relevant
facts in a news report, and of all
substantial opinions in a matter
of controversy.
The staff of The Cord shall
uphold all commonly held ethical conventions of journalism.
When an error of omission or of
commission has occurred, that
error shall be acknowledged

promptly. When statements
are made that are critical of an
individual, or an organization,
we shall give those affected
the opportunity to reply at the
earliest time possible. Ethical
journalism requires impartiality, and consequently conflicts
of interest and the appearance
of conflicts of interest will be
avoided by all staff.
The only limits of any newspaper are those of the world
around it, and so The Cord will
attempt to cover its world with a
special focus on Wilfrid Laurier
University, and the community
of Kitchener-Waterloo, and with
a special ear to the concerns of
the students of Wilfrid Laurier
University. Ultimately, The
Cord will be bound by neither
philosophy nor geography in its
mandate.
The Cord has an obligation
to foster freedom of the press
and freedom of speech. This
obligation is best fulfilled when
debate and dissent are encouraged, both in the internal workings of the paper, and through
The Cord’s contact with the

student body.
The Cord will always attempt
to do what is right, with fear
of neither repercussions, nor
retaliation. The purpose of the
student press is to act as an
agent of social awareness, and
so shall conduct the affairs of
our newspaper.

Quote of the week:
No one was funny this week.
We are sorry — we’ll try
again next week.
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CRIME

Scamming
nightmares
Identity fraud has become a problem
with an increase in internet scams
MARISSA EVANS
SENIOR NEWS EDITOR

The last thing you want during a
week of -30⁰C weather is for your
hydro to get shut off. And if your
roommate has been known to
forget to pay the bills, it may not
seem so outlandish when you receive a phone call from the hydro
company saying you’ve missed a
payment and they’ll be disconnecting you if you don’t pay over
the phone immediately.
Unfortunately, those who fall
prey to these calls have been
scammed.
Waterloo North Hydro is warning customers about phone calls
like this, in which individuals are
pretending to be company representatives and are asking people
to pay using specific pre-paid
credit cards.
According to Jeff Quint, manager of energy conservation and
corporate communications at
Waterloo North Hydro, the frequency of phone scams impersonating Waterloo North Hydro
started increasing in July. He said
another influx of calls began in
December.
“Now we’re getting bombarded with it on a daily basis,” he
continued.
In the past, the calls have been
to residential customers. But this
time around, Quint said they
seem to be targeting businesses.
“They’re preying on people
that can’t afford to have their

electricity cut off,” he said. “Unfortunately, people fall prey to
this just from not knowing how
we would operate.”
Quint explained that the callers sound very professional.
They pretend to have customers’ account numbers, taking
advantage of the fact that most
people don’t have theirs memorized.
In 2013, police investigated
1,427 cases of fraud in Waterloo
Region. There were 266 complaints about identity fraud and
59 about identity theft filed by
the Waterloo Regional Police
Service.
Robert Cowan, detective
sergeant from the investigative services major fraud unit
at WRPS, looks at major frauds,
which are cases over $10,000. In
the last three to four years they
have seen an influx in online
scams, he said.
“Organized crime has realized
that we’ve become so reliant
on email communications that
they’re exploiting that now,” he
said.
An example of this is online
banking fishing emails. People
believe they’re receiving an
email from their bank, requesting their username and password. This information gets sent
directly to the criminals behind
the scam.
Ashley Proctor, a fourth-year
business student at Wilfrid
Laurier University, said she has
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Waterloo North Hydro warns of a phone scam in which callers threaten to disconnect the customers’ hydro.

encountered a similar scam
before.
“I got a notification from
Scotiabank when I tried to log
in online,” she said. “It said I
had tried to access my account
too many times and I needed
to give them all my information
and they were going to close my
online account. So I thought that
sounded weird.”
Cowan continued that in some
cases criminals are rerouting
people’s mail and gathering your
personal information that way.
Next, Cowan believes criminals will begin targeting cell
phones.
Mike Rudd, a fourth-year business student at Laurier, said he
has encountered scams on Kijiji,
where someone replied to his
advertisement and wanted him
to provide them with his PayPal
information because they were
on a cruise.
“I just googled cruise ship
rental scam and it popped up,”
he said.
Cowan said a big issue is the
amount of information people
include on their social media
profiles and how lax their privacy
settings are.
“Organized crime is target-

ing places like Facebook and
harvesting people’s personal
information from there.”
These criminals need very little
information to commit fraud. A
case at the University of Waterloo
involved individuals losing their
wallets, but having everything
returned to them. All the person
who had their wallet did was
take their personal information
and then used this to make big
purchases out of province.
“All they need to do is harvest
some minimal tombstone information off social media and it’s a
recipe for fraud,” Cowan said.
He also cautioned about
including resumes on LinkedIn
and other sites where people can
easily gather your information.
Cowan recommended people
get yearly reports from a credit
monitoring company to ensure
there is no unusual activity, such
as credit cards or phones that
are under your name but aren’t
yours.
“Now it’s a lot easier to sit at
home with a laptop and a WiFi
connection and you can do a lot
more damage and make a lot
more money doing online fraud.”
This also means the criminals
are harder to catch. Cowan said

they have been successful with
cases that remain within North
America, but anything overseas
makes things more difficult.
“It’s a huge nightmare,” he
said. “On average it takes about
400 hours to get your identity
restored once you’ve been compromised.”
A majority of the time, Cowan
said people who fall for the
scams are motivated by greed,
thinking they can get rich off of a
lottery scam, for example.
“For the most part, people
need to step back and ask themselves some basic questions.
Common sense does prevail if
you have it. Some people, they
don’t.”
Waterloo North Hydro doesn’t
ask for payments over the phone
and won’t disconnect hydro out
of the blue. They try multiple
ways and on multiple occasions
to let customers know they have
payments due.
“We don’t have a truck down
the street waiting to do these
things,” said Quint. “We’re here
to keep our customers electrified, we don’t sit around and wait
for things to happen so we can go
disconnect people — that’s not
the way we function.”

EQUALITY CAMPAIGN

Bringing attention to gendered wage gap
KAITLYN SEVERIN
LEAD REPORTER

A new campaign called the
“bachelorette degree” has been
launched by the Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance aimed
at raising awareness about the
2015 gender wage gap that exists
in Ontario.
OUSA’s bachelorette degree
is a fictional term used by the
campaign to describe how workplaces differentiate men and
women with the same educational background.
According to Rick Camman,
vice-president of administration
and human resources at OUSA
and vice-president of university
affairs at Wilfrid Laurier University Students’ Union, the idea
behind the campaign is to “let
students know that universities
wouldn’t hand out degrees worth
25 to 30 per cent less to females
since their wage would be less
than males in the work field.”
“It’s just trying to raise the conversation and not only women
but people of all genders to
discuss this and find out why this
is still happening in society and

JOSHUA AWOLADE/GRAPHICS EDITOR

what we can do about it specifically in Ontario,” Camman said.
The idea for the campaign
began in December and was
created by Jasmine Irwin, OUSA’s
director of communications.
According to Camman and

the Canadian Centre of Policy
Alternatives, the gender pay gap
in Ontario is still 30 per cent. For
every dollar a man makes in in
Ontario, women only make 82 to
85 cents.
“So even though we kind of

assumed today that the gap is
almost gone, the reality is that
regardless of the gap — whether
it’s 30 per cent, 15 per cent or
10 per cent — the fact is that the
gap is still there and whether it’s
big or not that gap is still a huge
problem,” Camman explained.
The campaign is not targeted
at specific universities or workplaces, but is meant to get individuals talking about the gender
pay gap overall.
“What are employers in
Ontario doing despite having
legislations and laws that are
supposed to protect the people
from discrimination and pay
gaps?” Camman said.
Danielle McKay, a third-year
double degree student in communication studies and English at Laurier, explained that
although women get less money
because of their gender, she is
not nervous about going into the
public relations industry.
“There are a lot of women in
the PR work field. If I was going
into a more [male] dominated
field, such as engineering, than I
would be a little more nervous,”
she said.

Promotions for the campaign
will be done over social media.
Camman hopes to have more
people promoting the campaign
on Laurier’s Waterloo campus
before the end of the winter
semester.
OUSA is also trying to get other
university campuses to promote
the campaign both through
social media and on-the-ground
work.
OUSA is also looking to work
with Laurier’s Diversity and
Equity Office in hopes that they
will also take part in promoting
the campaign.
“We do believe they are the experts in this. We talked to Laura
Mae [Lindo] about this and she
wanted to do the idea, but stuff
comes up and students get busy
and schedules. We’re just trying
to figure it all out as we speak,”
Camman said.
Camman noted that the
gender wage gap is a complex
topic most people have difficulty
talking about.
“It’s just trying to get the
awareness out there that even
though it’s 2015 we’re still not
where we should be.”
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BUDGET CUTS

Voluntary retirement encouraged
Laurier offers retirement incentives for full-time faculty and staff to help manage budget cuts
MARISSA EVANS
SENIOR NEWS EDITOR

Wilfrid Laurier University is
trying to find ways to make the
upcoming budget cuts less painful. One of the ways they are doing this is by creating voluntary
opportunities for faculty, staff
and management that can help
reduce the salary portion of the
budget.
The voluntary retirement
incentives program was announced in December, aimed
at encouraging employees to
retire earlier than they may have
planned.
“It’s a very nice way to transition into retirement, but at the
same time it allows the university some more flexibility as
we’re making our budget plans
because so much of our budget
— about 80 per cent — is made
up of salaries and benefits,”
explained Pamela Cant, assistant vice-president of human
resources.
“So if you’re looking at having
to reduce your budget you can’t
help but look at people costs in
that planning.”
To be eligible, individuals must
be a full-time continuing faculty or staff member, be at least
60-years-old and have worked
at the university for at least 20
years.
The retirement date must be
between July 1, 2015 and July 1,
2017.
They are also encouraging
employees to voluntarily reduce

“If you like what you’re
doing and there’s no
obvious next step when
you retire, it becomes a lot
less attractive.”
-Rudy Eikelboom, chair of the
department of psychology

their hours or take summers off if
either of these options are viable
for their positions.
“We’re really looking to try and
explore all voluntary opportunities before we look at involuntary, for obvious reasons,” Cant
said.
According to Cant, about 135
employees at the university are
eligible for the program.
Five faculty members in the
psychology department are
eligible.
According to Rudy Eikelboom,
chair of the department of psychology, three have applied and
one has decided not to. Eikelboom, who is also eligible, is still
uncertain as to whether he will
apply.
His own tension, he explained,
is he still enjoys teaching and
doing research. He feels this
might be a tension other eligible
employees may be facing.
“If you like what you’re doing
and there’s no obvious next step
when you retire, it becomes a lot
less attractive,” he said, referring
to the incentives program.

JOSHUA AWOLADE/GRAPHICS EDITOR

The incentive is that the
employee will receive one year’s
salary in a lump sum, as salary
continuance or as a combination.
While Eikelboom said he understands why the program is being offered, he pointed to several
issues it might create.
“The people being targeted
are quite often the ones with the
most experience in the institution,” he said.
As a result, the university will
lose those employees who are
heavily engaged in the institu-

tion, he said.
Having the older demographic
of the university retire all at once
may also create problems for
departments who have many
faculty in this demographic.
“If the top echelon age-wise
disappears, then who is going
to take on some of the responsibilities that are probably more
typically taken on by people at
the senior end of their career?”
Eikelboom said.
Eligible individuals must submit their applications by Feb. 28,
but not all applications will be

approved.
“Because the purpose of the
program was to assist the university in achieving our base budget
target reductions, we wanted to
make sure we were structuring
it in a very fiscally responsible
manner,” Cant said. “So in order
to be approved for the program,
the retirement would have to
assist the university in achieving
those base budget reductions.”
As an example, if someone’s
position would need a replacement at around the same salary,
they probably won’t be approved
for the program. This decision
will be up to the vice-president of
the position’s area.
Although the application period hasn’t closed yet, Cant said
they have had “good reception”
up to this point with about a 20
to 30 per cent uptake of those
who are eligible.
Eikelboom said a monetary
increase in the incentives probably wouldn’t make much difference to faculty who are unsure
about whether to apply for the
program.
Instead, he suggested the
university propose giving retired
professors emeritus status,
whereby they could continue
with their research at the institution.
“The logic behind the discussion is very reasonable and
makes a lot of sense,” Eikelboom
said. “The details and how it gets
implemented may not make it as
advantageous as people would
like.”

BUSINESS

GIE building delayed
KAITLYN SEVERIN
LEAD REPORTER
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For the the second time since it
began construction, the Global
Innovation Exchange building’s completion date has been
delayed.
Wilfrid Laurier University students will have to wait another
year after extreme winter conditions pushed the GIE building’s
schedule potentially back to
January 2016. The building was
originally set to be completed by
May 2015, then was pushed to
September 2015 before the latest
delay.
“We had originally wanted to
be in there for the fall term, [but]
that’s not going to be possible
unless we really sacrifice quality,
which we’re not willing to do,”
said Mark Dettweiler, director of
planning, design and construction at Laurier’s physical resources department.
Dettweiler explained while the
main reason for the delay was
the weather, other issues were
involved with the contractor,
Bondfield Construction.
“They needed to apply a
certain amount of resources,
manpower and so on to maintain
that schedule and they have not
maintained that schedule so they
are entitled to some extension
due to weather,” he continued.
“There’s also been what I would
call ‘slippage’ in the schedule
that’s pushing back the completion date as well.”

SERENA GILL/FILE PHOTO

Laurier’s new GIE building’s opening has been delayed until January 2016.

Laurier’s contract with Bondfield says workers have to maintain the same rate of production
through harsh winter conditions
that you would experience in a
normal Canadian winter.
Dettweiler said the biggest
issue at the moment is a skylight
in the middle of the building that
cannot be completed until signs
of spring emerge.
“We just haven’t been able to
make any progress on it, so we
have this huge hole in the middle
of our building that’s opened
to the weather. So that’s kind of
then impacted other things,” he
said.
“There are things that we
are doing — certainly all of the
building systems — the mechanical, electrical systems [and]
so on are on track, but what’s
difficult is we can’t really work
on any of the finishes until that
skylight is done.”

According to Dettweiler, Laurier chose to sacrifice their short
time schedule in order to maintain low costs and high quality.
“Time is the one thing that
sometimes we can’t afford to
give.”
Shane Lawrence, a third-year
business student, said he wishes
the GIE building could have been
completed for its expected due
date, and noted that business
students don’t have a lot of space
to study.
“It’s frustrating that Laurier
continues to grow the program
and take more and more students with nowhere for us to go.
There is never any space to study
— everywhere is always packed,”
he said.
Despite having no confirmed
completion date, Dettweiler
said the university hopes to get
professors teaching in the GIE
building by January 2016.
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FROM COVER

Students express
concern about IPRM
Protest, petition to ‘bring agency back to the students’
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LSPIRG still in
period of change
SHELBY BLACKLEY
CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR

Laurier Students’ Public Interest
Research Group has had a year of
growth and change and will see
more changes in the upcoming
months.
Katelyn Murray, administration and development director
for LSPIRG, will be leaving the
organization upon completion of
her one-year contract at the end
of April.
She said she isn’t leaving
LSPIRG with “any form of distaste” and will be around in the
summer months to assist the
new hire and the organization.
“It’s all sort of a positive decision for many reasons. I’ll still
be around to assist the organization,” she said. “On the LSPIRG
level, I think it’s a really good
opportunity to give this opportunity to someone else. These jobs,
though they can last a couple
years, aren’t meant to be forever
jobs and are meant to provide
opportunities.”
Murray said LSPIRG has hired
her replacement, but cannot
comment further as contracts
have not been signed.
LSPIRG recently restructured
many different components
of their organization, including their branding. Under three
full-time staff members, which
include Murray, communications and community director
Lakyn Barton and office assistant
Taylor Marlow, LSPIRG has been
working to make their mark at
Laurier.
Barton explained this has been
a positive movement for the organization to find their place.
“I think LSPIRG struggled for
a bit to have a concrete brand
and to really stand out. And now
through our marketing and our
new brand we’ve established,
[people are] recognizing our
posters, they’re recognizing our
events,” she said.
This brand includes their marketing strategies as well as the
direction of the organization in
how they approach campaigns.
Most notably, Murray and Barton
said their consent campaign
garnered a lot of attention from
the Laurier community.
Murray said the next step is
to create a three-to-five year
strategic plan and garner more

“We’ve set a strong
foundation this year.”

-Lakyn Barton, communications and
community director

support around the internal
policies.
Staffing changes also occurred
midway through the year. Allison
Leonard, the former communications and community director,
was hired in May 2014 but left
the organization at the beginning
of September. Barton was hired
in her place.
“I don’t think [Leonard leaving] put us back,” Murray said.
“Everyone makes choices for
their personal reasons. If a job
isn’t for you, if you have another
opportunity, if you want to do
something else with your life.”
“Lakyn transitioned in so great
and Allie was great transitioning
her in and we all work together
so well.”
Murray said with only three
staff and pushing the new
foundation LSPIRG is trying to
achieve this year has been overwhelming, but that isn’t unique
to LSPIRG.
“Regardless of how many
staff you have, anyone can feel
overwhelmed in student services
at different points of the year,”
she said.
But Barton said that the small
staff was a good base to start
with.
“I think for this year, it was
important to have a smaller staff
base to start that foundation and
to create a cohesive message we
wanted to create. I think having
less allowed us to focus more.”
LSPIRG will be looking to
increase their staff size in the
future with potentially a few
part-time positions, but no
decisions can be made until the
board is notified and votes on
the changes.
Their focus is now on organizing their annual general meeting
on March 25, where they will be
hosting a breakfast.
“We’ve set a strong foundation
this year,” Barton said.

–cover
As of Tuesday evening, the petition had 371 signatures.
Connor Young, a fourth-year
Laurier student who is part of
Laurier Student Voices, said the
silent protest is meant to “bring
agency back to the students.”
“Obviously there are people on
both sides of the issue. We’re not
trying to create like a big schism
between supporters and the naysayers,” Young said.
“All we’re saying is our voices
have been ignored. People who
have been opposed to this process have been heard, but not
listened to. And that’s an issue.
If we were listened to, changes
would have been implemented,
but they weren’t.”
Young explained most of
the students involved didn’t
know what IPRM was until late
November when the report was
released.
Students went to the town
halls and Senate meetings to
voice their concerns, but the
report was still passed by Senate.
“We’ve been coming forward
with these issues for a long time,
in town hall meetings and all this
stuff. And all they say is, ‘thank
you for your comments,’ but
nothing changes.”
Over the holiday break, the
students continued to read the
300-page report.
Their negative feelings were
amplified and they began to create the group to fight for change.
“It’s corporatizing higher education,” Young said.
“It views us as products, not

people and views staff as liabilities, not assets.”
What sparked the most anger
out of students was the lack of
student involvement in the IPRM
process, Young explained.
According to Young, only two
undergraduate students were
on the administrative priorities
planning team and no undergraduate representation was
present on the academic priorities team.
Additionally, Young said
Laurier Student Voices will be
advocating for the university to
hire more permanent teaching
positions rather than contract
academic staff.
Young said in 2012, 3.4 per
cent of all of Laurier’s total costs
were spent on teaching 52 per
cent of the students by 52 per
cent of the contract academic
staff.
“It doesn’t add up. They say
they can’t make ends meet, but
this just doesn’t add up,” Young
continued.
“Where is the rest of our
money going?”
On Monday the university
released a statement responding
to “misinformation” published
about IPRM.
The statement said Laurier
“recognizes and welcomes students’ continued participation in
the IPRM discussions.”
According to the statement,
the total number of courses
taught by CAS members cannot
exceed 35 per cent of the courses
offered and, currently, CAS teach
approximately 45 per cent of

“All we’re saying is our
voices have been ignored.”

-Connor Young, fourth-year
Laurier student

Laurier students.
The statement also said faculty
salaries comprise the “largest
portion” of the university’s total
salary budget, sitting at approximately 60 per cent excluding
benefits and pensions.
The university’s statement also
said that the two students of the
“original 27 members on the academic priorities team” represent
seven per cent of the APT.
The actions of Laurier Students
Voices also has the support of
Laurier Students’ Public Interest
Research Group, which came
forward Monday in opposition of
the IPRM process.
LSPIRG has also provided Laurier Student Voices with funding
for their initiatives.
Young said Laurier Student
Voices isn’t looking to tarnish Laurier’s reputation, but
show that students are actively
involved in the IPRM process,
which he said will hurt Laurier’s
reputation in the long run.
“We are not here to damage
Laurier’s good name. We’re here
because we want to uphold it,”
he said.

Travel Vaccines
Including Yellow Fever,
Typhoid, Meningitis
Hepatitis A/B and Malaria

Shingles Vaccine
also available
570 University Ave. East Waterloo 519-570-4208

www.kwtravelclinic.ca
When you travel...

Travel Safe!
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COMMUNITY

A look at Black History Month
How have Kitchener-Waterloo citizens honoured black Canadians over the month of February?
CONNOR WARD
LEAD REPORTER

Throughout this past month,
Canada, along with the United
States and United Kingdom, has
celebrated Black History Month.
Black History Month has been
officially recognized in Canada
since 1995, when the House of
Commons declared February as
a month to honour the successes
and achievements of black Canadians.
Kitchener-Waterloo has joined
in celebrating Black History
Month this year through presenting a number of citizen and
city-organized events focused
on celebrating black culture and
history.
The City of Waterloo does not
directly create its own events for
Black History Month, but rather
works with groups and organizations to help promote and host
events using city facilities.
One such event that took place
in Waterloo was the Beating The
Odds conference, hosted by Wilfrid Laurier University’s Association of Black Students.
The conference served to
help empower and motivate
students of African descent in
Waterloo region to stay in school
and achieve higher education.
Waterloo mayor Dave Jaworsky
gave the opening speech for the
conference.
“I was happy to be an opening
speaker for the conference to
help encourage and inspire high
school youth to maximize their
potential through higher education,” he said.
“I think that this is a great outreach program by the students of
WLU and I commend them for

LENA YANG/CREATIVE DIRECTOR

their effort.”
Kitchener has also hosted several events celebrating Black History Month, including an event
this past Sunday at Maranatha
Lutheran Church that featured
author Rosemary Sadlier, president of the Ontario Black History
Society.
Other events have included a
Caribbean day at the Kitchener
Market and a speaker’s event
hosted by Karl Subban, the father
of NHL hockey player, P.K. Subban.
However, even with the many
events going on in K-W, there is
still some concern as to whether
Black History Month is visible to

students, or if students are aware
of the month.
“Me, personally, I haven’t
seen many events. I can’t really
say I’ve seen much,” said Adam
Gilbert, a second-year student at
Laurier.
There is also a concern that
even if students are aware February is Black History Month,
they either do not agree with
the principle behind the idea in
general or simply do not engage
in events.
“I think most students are
aware it’s Black History Month,”
said Gilbert. “But I don’t know
if they go out of their way to
make themselves aware or go to

“Shining a light on that
past helps us understand
more of our shared story,
celebrating how far we
have come and
recognizing the work we
still have to do.”
-Jeff Henry, Waterloo city councillor

events.”
Despite some students and
K-W community members being unaware of them, events
around the region will continue
to honour the achievements of
black Canadians until the end of
the month.
“Our strength as a city comes
from the diversity of our people
and the work of the generations
that have come before us,” said
Waterloo city councillor, Jeff
Henry.
“Shining a light on that past
helps us understand more of our
shared story, celebrating how far
we have come and recognizing
the work we still have to do.”

K-W IN BRIEF
LRT construction to
close King Street
On Tuesday, light rail transit construction company GrandLinq
presented Region of Waterloo
councillors with their plans for
the summer.
King Street will face major
closures between Victoria Street
and Union Street in Kitchener
beginning in March. The stretch
of road could be closed for up to
18 months, allowing local traffic
only for businesses, residents
and entry to Grand River Hosptial.
The City of Kitchener has
granted noise exemptions to the
crews, and the City of Waterloo
will make their decision whether
or not to do the same in early
March.
Grandlinq has anticipated that
50 per cent of the LRT’s contruction will be complete this year.

Everest College
students rally
Approximately 50 people gathered outside Everest College in
downtown Kitchener Tuesday to
protest the closure of the bankrupt institution.
Protesters demanded the
province reopen Everest until all
registered students have gradu-

ated.
The provincial government
shut down all 14 Everest College
campuses across Ontario, and as
a result many students are worried they will lose their money
and will be unable to graduate.

Pan Am Games torch
to visit Waterloo
The torch for the Toronto Pan
American Games will come
through Kitchener, Cambridge
and Waterloo on June 18 and 19.
The torch will make a stop at
Kitchener City Hall and Waterloo
Public Square on June 18 before
swinging by Cambridge City Hall
the next day.
THEMUSEUM in downtown
Kitchener will host the torch on
June 19 as well.
3,000 people will carry the
torch through 130 communities
from May 30 to July 10 before arriving in Toronto for the games.
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The Waterloo Busker Carnival will be permanently relocating to behind City Hall. The move will come with a larger midway and a more “carnival-like” atmosphere at the Aug. 27-30 festival.

Busker Carnival to get new location
Festival to move from King Street South to behind Waterloo City Hall due to construction of LRT
CONNOR WARD
LEAD REPORTER

This year’s Sun Life Financial
Waterloo Busker Carnival, an
annual event that celebrates
street performers and artists,
will be moving to a new location.
The event, which takes place
Aug. 27–30, will now be located
behind Waterloo City Hall.
The permanent relocation
comes as a result of upcoming
summer construction for the Region of Waterloo’s light rail transit project. Some of the project’s
construction will be taking place
on the portion of King Street
South where the busker festival
has been situated in the past.

Regional council recently
specified where the expected
summer construction would take
place, with the majority of the
work occurring between Grand
River Hospital and the Waterloo
Public Square.
In addition to the location
change, the festival will also
change its focus as far as theme.
The traditionally spread out
street-style event will now have
more of a carnival focus, highlighted by less space between
buskers.
“Now we have a more open
space where pitches will be in a
more intimate setting, and we’re
planning to change that whole
space into a more carnival-like

“In a lot of ways, it’s an
opportunity for us to
improve on the carnival.”

-Stephen Young, the festival’s
director of marketing

atmosphere,” said Stephen
Young, the festival’s director of
marketing.
“In a lot of ways, it’s an opportunity for us to improve on the
carnival.”

Parking availability was one
consideration that was key in
determining the new location.
The new location offers similar
parking options to the previous
busker festival location, with
several lots available to service
attendees during the four-day
event around the uptown core.
Many traditional busker festival features will still be available
even with the change in location. For example, the children’s
midway, featuring activities and
attractions for younger attendees, will still be part of the event.
“The midway will be a larger
space,” said Young. “All the
things we’ve always had will still
be there, but just in a different

shape, if you will.”
The busker festival has traditionally been a street-based
event, hosted on King St. since its
inception. However, the organizers are not overly worried about
the possibility of lower attendance, mostly due to the nature
of the festival’s fans.
“We have a very strong following of busker fans; we’re actually
one of the best in Canada and
in the world, and we know this
from buskers who travel all over
the place that they get their largest [profits] right here in K-W,”
said Young.
“That’s because of the region
itself and the people who appreciate the arts.”
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AN ODE TO THE
STUDENT HOUSE

Staff writer Rafey Sattar investigates whether the new apartment
developments take away the traditional student experience
During the summer, houses in Waterloo see
a whirlwind of keggers and backyard parties.
Once fall rolls around, those same houses
host rookie parties and homecoming celebrations. After winter weather puts a damper on
the festivities, St. Patrick’s Day livens up the
student neighbourhoods in time for spring.
From the Northdale neighbourhood to Ezra
Avenue, this cycle repeats in Waterloo. Students living in local houses have welcomed it
the same way for decades.
“For the most part, after residence I lived
in houses and preferred that feel,” said Eric
Klimstra, who graduated from the University
of Waterloo in 1998. “We had more of a feeling
of autonomy.”
“We thought if we had our own house we’d
have a lawn to play on and drink on obviously,” echoed Nate Fennema, a recent alumnus
of the business program at Wilfrid Laurier
University. “We wanted our freedom.”
However, Fennema and his roommates’
student lifestyle didn’t last. In June 2014 they
had to leave their Hemlock Street house,
which had been purchased by Schembri
Property Management.
By the fall of 2014 the house was levelled to
make way for a new condominium development — a fate far from unique in the student
neighbourhoods.
“We do get calls from realtors acting on
behalf of developers,” said Sheila Wallace,
who owns Paracrest Properties, a management company for student houses in Waterloo. Developers have already acquired one
of Paracrest’s houses on Columbia Street to
build an apartment building.
“It’s two buildings a year for the next couple
years,” said Darryl Firsten, president of IN8
Designs, speaking on his company’s ambitious plans for real estate in the city. After the
success of IN8’s Sage I building, the Sage II
and Sage III projects will have tenants moving
in spring and fall 2015, respectively.
The foundations of new developments,
like those by IN8 and Schembri, are being
built on land that’s had student houses for
generations. More than a real estate choice,
these older properties in Waterloo represent
a lifestyle.
“We need to keep these houses around,”
said Fennema. “Part of going to university
in a smaller town is getting to know all these
people at house parties and backyard gatherings.”
Fennema participated in Major League
Summer Baseball, a popular pastime during
the warmer months in Waterloo. The teams,
mainly composed of students, rely on houses
to hold team socials. In recent years, it has
been difficult to find houses to host them in,
according to Fennema.
“It was so much harder

GRAPHIC BY LENA YANG/CREATIVE DIRECTOR

to find houses this year than it was a couple
years ago,” he said. “If that slows their ability
to have MLSB parties and team get-togethers
in someone’s backyard, then you lose a lot of
that networking”
Now working as an accountant at KPMG in
Toronto, Fennema believes his experiences
living in a house in Waterloo made a difference in his professional life.
“Anyone I know downtown right now is
from Laurier,” he said. “90, if not 100 per cent
are from MLSB who we got to party with in the
summers. That is your network growing up
and getting into the workforce.”
While Fennema might have taken a lot away
from living in a student house, an increasing
amount of students are opting for the new
condo developments.
Firsten explained traditional student housing just isn’t for everyone.
“They want to live in a newer, cleaner construction, which is potentially a safer environment from a health and safety perspective,”
he said.
Second-year Laurier student Iris Harmanescu also prefers newer apartment buildings. Last year she moved into a new build on
University Avenue and noticed the increased
presence of social activity.
“When you’re in a house you’re kind of
isolated from people around you, versus in
an apartment you can live with friends on
the same floor or in the same building,” she
said. “It’s reminiscent of the idea of living in a
residence.”
The rising popularity of condominiums has
developers eager to meet the demand. A saying used by university tour guides to humour
first-year students has become a very honest
accurate representation of the city’s skyline:
“the official bird of Waterloo is the crane.”
Wallace has seen many construction cranes
and the changes in Waterloo’s real estate
landscape that came with it. She grew up in
the city, attended UW in the 80s and incorporated Paracrest with her husband Paul in
1999.
“The price increases have continued in the
last nine years,” she said. “The value became
in buying the land and tearing down houses.”
The fall of the traditional student house is
an accepted part of the city’s planning. A 2004
student accommodation study encouraged
denser zoning on major streets like University
Avenue and King Street.
While the focus on intensification welcomed new apartments, the new vision plan
for the Northdale neighbourhood has put
student houses in danger.
Incepted in 2010, the
plan is looking to
transform the
area north of

Laurier, often considered the “student ghetto,”
into a more urbanized space.
“I know some houses are coming down,
but it’s a small portion of the total housing
stock,” Firsten said. “It allows for the opportunity to create a new kind of product that some
people might want.”
Though Wallace was initially concerned
the new housing products would affect
Paracrest’s business, the demand from students has proven otherwise.
“There are more bedrooms than students if
you do the math,” she said. “But we’re 100 per
cent full and we don’t have any vacancies.”
Some students are not swayed by the new
apartments, as Wallace illustrated.
“I just feel like a lot of the apartment buildings were all the same,” said Mariah Squire,
a fifth-year Laurier economics and accounting student. “Living in a house we felt like we
could make it our own,” she said, comparing
her home to apartments that often come with
“cookie cutter” furniture and standardized
interior design.
Living in a house is also a familiar experience for many students.
“In a house I felt more like I was back at
home because I never grew up in an apartment or in the city,” Squire continued. “I also
find apartments are way more expensive.”
It may be puzzling, but some of the city’s
condos are losing business to older houses,
according to Wallace.
“The way they keep knocking houses down,
we might be the only landlords with houses,”
She said.
IN8 isn’t oblivious to the appeal of traditional houses in the student ghetto. In fact,
their latest project is designed after that
concept. “Ivy Towns is basically a recreation
of a student house,” said Firsten, commenting
on a townhouse-style development that’s in
the works.
Regardless of the focus of developers, newer construction is going to replace houses that
have hosted decades of Waterloo’s vibrant
student life. Landlords and developers aren’t
the only ones living the changes; students are
aware of how their city is transforming.
“My friend used to live in a house where my
apartment was actually built,” said Harmanescu. “Coming back and seeing it — Waterloo
used to be so different.”
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Beating the distance
With band members attending universities all across
Ontario, Employees Only were able to make it work
BRYAN STEPHENS
ARTS & LIFE EDITOR
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LIFESTYLE

Millennials and
their manners
SCOTT GLAYSHER
STAFF WRITER

Have you ever noticed how polite
grandparents are? They say
“please” and “thank you” more
than we ever do, they happily
engage in small talk with neighbours, retail staff and basically
anyone they encounter — regardless of how well they know
them. Even our parents seem
to have much better manners
than we do. It feels like the older
generations have better manners
than us millennials.
Since as far back as many of us
can remember, our generation
has been catching heat about our
supposed bad manners.
We use more slang in formal
settings, dress more casually and
have an unconscious obsession with technology. But being
overly proper in 2015 doesn’t
automatically make you a better
person. The definition of being
well-mannered has become
much broader.

Being a well mannered millennial juggles the best of both
worlds — manners and individuality. Though it’s important
for guys and girls today to value
traditional etiquette for what it’s
worth, there are polite things
that people did 50 years ago that
would be considered strange and
outdated.
For example, can you imagine
if guys still laid down their jackets on top of puddles for women
to walk across? The thought is
tremendously admirable but
people these days just don’t do
that.
So how can millennials be polite in their everyday lives while
still remaining with the times?
For starters, cutting out swear
words now and again can really
add to your politeness while still
leaving you some room to show
some uncensored emotion.
The real trick here is to not
sell yourself out. The tip above is
just a little things that can help
you balance both worlds. There
is nothing more frustrating than
having to switch from uber-polite
robot when around older generations and then switching back to
your normal street savvy, slang
using, laid-back self.

Most people would think having
the members of a band attend
three different universities across
Ontario would make things
impossible.
Etobicoke’s Employees Only
would argue otherwise.
With members at the University of Toronto, McMaster
University and Wilfrid Laurier
University, the dynamics of how
the band operate are very unique
to the situation.
“It was a lot of traveling for
Jason and I,” said Alex Traynor,
drummer for the band. “We were
coming back to Etobicoke quite
frequently to piece together lastminute practices before shows
we had coming up.”
“We were able to keep writing
music and performing on a fairly
consistent basis.”
Employees Only is a self-described “modern Canadian rock”
band from Etobicoke, ON, and
has been active since 2008.
“We all went to high school together at Father John Redmond,”
said Traynor. “Jason [Wolwowicz]
and Andrew [Ansell] had an idea
of entering into a talent show.”
“They had approached me
to join them to see if we could
put together something for the
show.”
And as they say, the rest was
history.
The band said the name came

“The process wasn’t easy.
The songwriting was a
lot more than organizing
shows. The whole thing
was a challlenge.”
-Alex Traynor, drummer

from one of the signs that were
hanging up the in garage they
first practiced in.
“One of our first practices was
in my garage,” said Ansell, lead
guitarist. “My dad has this old garage that has a bunch of old signs
in it. Once we finished practice,
we decided we needed a band
name. Right above a door in my
dad’s shop there’s a sign that says
‘employees only.’ We kind of all
looked at it and said ‘there you
go.’ ”
Looking at how the band was
able to operate over the past five
years with members being at different universities, the band was
quick to emphasize the importance of planning ahead.
“The entire process wasn’t
easy. The songwriting was a
lot more effort than organizing
shows. The whole thing was a
challenge,” said Traynor.
But when asked what kept
them together, the answer was
simple.
“The whole thing was a chal-

lenge, but we were just having so
much damn fun when we were
getting together and jamming
and putting on shows.”
Employees Only released their
first E.P., Treeview Sessions, this
past December. The name is reflective of where it was recorded.
“The name comes from the
street I live on. We wrote a lot of
the E.P. in my house and actually
recorded in my uncle’s basement, who lives up the street
from me.”
“We decided to name it after
the street where it came from,”
said Traynor.
They emphasized that recording it on their own helped create
a big part of it’s sound.
“We really wanted to make
sure the first E.P. had its own
grungy feeling to it, that it sounds
like it was recorded in a basement. But also we just wanted to
learn as much about the process
as we could,” said Traynor.
With all of the members of
the band graduating from their
respective universities, they
plan on playing as many shows
as they can and hopefully start
recording their first full-length
album later this year.
But moving forward, they also
want to utilize living in the same
city for the first time in years.
“At this point in time, we just
wanted to do everything better
we couldn’t do the last four years
when we were in three different
universities.” said Traynor.
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How the Academy Awards played out
In front of the lens
SCOTT GLAYSHER
STAFF WRITER

The most prestigious and talked
about category at the Oscars
every single year is Best Picture.
This category combines so many
different elements of cinema; it
takes into consideration the directing, acting, musical composition, writing, editing and other
aspects that make up a great
movie.
This year’s nominees for Best
Picture were perhaps the most
diverse we’ve seen in years:
American Sniper, Selma, Stephen
Hawking biopic The Theory of
Everything, The Grand Budapest
Hotel, Whiplash, The Imitation
Game, Boyhood and Birdman.
It was Mexican director Alejandro Iñárritu’s Birdman that
ended up winning. The movie
got a lot of attention not only because of the star-studded cast of
talented actors but also because
of the unconventional film style.
The entire two-hour film is essentially one continuous shot.
This may seem strange but
in the context of the storyline,
it works. The movie has been
labelled ground-breaking for its
atypical style and heavy focus
on the actors’ performance. For
those very reasons, Birdman took
home the hardware.
In contrast to Best Picture, the
awards for Best Actor and Best
Actress in leading and supporting roles are also highly debated categories. Similar to Best
Picture, the nominees for these
categories had no predictable
winner.
Often times, the Academy
leans towards giving this award
to actors and actresses that give
stellar portrayals of historical
characters rather than fictional
individuals.
This was good news for a
couple of 2014’s nominees; Bradley Cooper, Benedict Cumberbatch, Eddie Redmayne, Felicity
Jones and Reese Witherspoon
all played direct adaptations of
historical or biographical figures.
Despite what past award winners
have shown us, it was only this

The movie has been
labelled ground-breaking
for its atypical style and
heavy focus on the actors’
performance.

year’s Best Actor that followed
suit, with Eddie Redmayne winning for his portrayal of Stephen Hawking in The Theory of
Everything. Julianne Moore took
home the prize for Best Actress
in a leading role for her performance in Still Alice; a film about
a linguistics professor diagnosed
with early-onset Alzheimer’s.
All in all, the 87th Academy
Awards were a total success.
From the hosts and performances to the red carpet interviews,
everything was on point. But
most importantly the winners got
their just-due and the nominees
will live to fight another day.

Visit
thecord.ca
to see
more of
our Oscar
coverage

Behind the lens
If Meryl Streep ... can be
roasted, why can’t the
costume designers or the
makeup crews?

CHRIS DONALD
STAFF WRITER

On the technical side of the
Oscars, The Grand Budapest
Hotel garnered the most acclaim,
predictably claiming victory in
production design (Anna Pinnock and Adam Stockhausen),
makeup and hairstyling (Mark
Coulier and Frances Hannon)
and costume design (Milena
Canonero). However it also managed to beat the odds and earn
Alexandre Desplat his first Oscar
win for Best Original Score.
Tom Cross, like most of the
other nominees of the night,
managed to trump Boyhood
(Sandra Adair) for Achievement
in Film Editing from his work on
Whiplash. The film also scored
an award for Achievement in
Sound Mixing (Ben Wilkins and
Thomas Curley), but with it being a film centered on music it
was expected. American Sniper
(Bub Asman), another film in a
sound-intensive genre — the war
film — picked up the trophy for
Achievement in Sound Editing,
its only win from six nominations. Strangely missing from
the nominations in these sound
categories was The Grand Budapest Hotel, whose use of sound
perfectly accompanies the image
in a way that supplements it well.
Big winner Birdman had
minimal success in this area,
only earning Emmanuel Lubezki his second Achievement in
Cinematography Oscar in a row.
While Birdman was certainly an
impressively-shot film, it was
noticeable from the constantly
spinning camera and unimaginative composition that he was
straining to make a coherentlooking film while being bogged
down by Iñárritu’s one-shot
gimmick.
More deserving of the award
was Robert Yeoman for The
Grand Budapest Hotel, who is
finally being given the recognition he deserves for 18 years of
immaculately shot and visually composed films. Another

film deserving of a nomination
that did not get one is Boyhood,
where Shane Kelly and Lee Daniel’s naturalistic use of tender
intimacy gives the film a significant amount of the power that it
has been praised for.
With this relatively small
number of behind-the-scenes
trophies going to the Best Picture
winner, the amount of respect
the Academy actually has for the
technical people who help create
a movie is called into question.
While the presenters speak of
their achievements with utmost
reverence, there was more than
one instance of winners nearly
being played off by the music. In
spite of this, they all stood their
ground and earned the respect of
viewers everywhere.
In addition to this surface-level
admiration masking subtextual
disdain, the Academy’s inability
to include these hard-working
craftspeople in the humourous
part of the ceremony also speaks
to the apathy of organizer and
viewer alike. If Meryl Streep, one
of the most admired actresses
in the Academy’s history, can be
roasted, why can’t the costume
designers or the makeup crews?
Even if the average person
wouldn’t know specific names,
there’s nothing stopping the
writers from taking well-meaning pot shots at certain aspects of
recognized films as they do with
actors and even directors. Regardless of if the jokes fall flat or
not, at least the effort to include
those who may feel out of place
amidst millionaire celebrities
has been made. Maybe once that
bridge has been built, people will
finally stop using the sections devoted to these hard-working men
and women as an opportunity to
change the channel.
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“ The most certain way
to succeed is always to try
just one more time.”
› Thomas Edison: Relentless Inventiveness
Failure is no biggie. Just ask Edison. If he stopped at failure, he would never have moved
on to invent a little thing called the light bulb. So if you’ve failed a class somewhere else,
or have a scheduling conflict, come on over. You can catch up with our world-recognized
online courses, then move on to bigger successes. Talk about a light bulb moment.

open. online. everywhere.
Learn more at athabascau.ca/edison
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3, 4, 5 bedroom suites available
Panoramic windows and natural light
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Community style living
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The university ought to do a better job of
acknowledging black history on its campus
In 1995, Canada designated
February to be its official Black
History Month.
Every year since then, this
month has been set aside to celebrate black culture as it manifests in many forms.
At Wilfrid Laurier University,
the Association of Black Students
has been at the helm of this
celebration.
It has facilitated discussions,
organized exhibitions and on
Friday it will host an expansive
culture show. But, the celebration of black history on campus
stops there.
With the exception of ABS’s
initiatives, there does not seem
to be any other visible initiatives
from, for example, the university
administration and its faculty.
It might be hasty to conclude
that the university does not care
much about black history or a
Black History Month, but there is
a dearth of the kind of attention
and excitement such a month

should inspire — both among
students and among staff.
ABS should not be the only
body championing the celebration of black history; after all,
black history, in the Canadian
context at least, is also Canadian
history.
It seems, even to an unsuspecting bystander, that this
celebration is a detached experience — an experience somehow
separate from the broader context of Canadian history.
This is concerning for several
reasons, the most important
being that the perceived apathy
renders Canadian black history
somewhat obscure.
Moving forward, we oblige the
university to show some interest in enhancing the celebration
of black culture on its campus,
whether in February, August,
May or June.
This is the least it can do to
acknowledge its ever growing
population of black students.

The time for students to protest the IPRM has passed
In the last couple of months,
the Integrated Planning and Resource Management has sparked
some very intense and even vitriolic reactions from staff, faculty
and students.
They mostly argue that the
IPRM is an insensitive affront on
the core pedagogic foundations
of the university. In 2012, we ran
our first story on the IPRM, at a
time when it was only a proposition and seemed like a distant
idea.
At this time, very few people
knew what it was, and even fewer
people cared enough about its
possible implications.
Three years later, when the
IPRM has become much more
official and its implications wellknown, people seem to have
come out of their apathetic caves
to “show solidarity” against this
“insensitive,” anti-educational
and malicious program.
The problem, however, is not
with these ostensible acts of
solidarity against a program that
is not without flaws. The problem lies instead on the timing:
it is simply too late to make any
substantial changes.
The time to advocate against

a policy is when it is being
proposed, not when concrete
foundations have been made for
its facilitation. Unfortunately, the
IPRM is here to stay for a very
long time.
Moreover, assuming some
substantial changes could be
made, many of those in solidarity against the IPRM seem to be
unaware of some of its functions.
They believe it to be absolute,
but it really isn’t.
It serves only as a suggestion
and its recommendations still
have to go through the university’s hierarchy of power: the
senate, faculty, etc. Furthermore,
the IPRM serves only as the face
of a wider, and perhaps more
menacing, cultural shift: the shift
towards financially “efficient”
education.
Hence, with or without the
IPRM, the university would have
been forced to make some very
hard choices about its future —
choices that would have been
even more incendiary than the
IPRM’s. We commend the efforts
of those in solidarity against the
IPRM, but these efforts would
have been better appreciated if
they weren’t so tardy.

These unsigned editorials are based off informal discussions and then agreed
upon by the majority of The Cord’s editorial board, including the Editor-inChief and Opinion Editor. The arguments made may reference any facts that
have been made available through interviews, documents or other sources.
The views presented do not necessarily reflect those of The Cord’s volunteers,
staff or WLUSP.
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An affront on our values
CONNOR WARD
LEAD REPORTER

Canadians have faced a year like
no other in our nation’s history.
We witnessed an attack on our
parliament, a hallowed ground
where every member of our society ought to be able to express
themselves free from fear.
A soldier was murdered in cold
blood, run over by a car driven
by a vicious radical with a pernicious set of beliefs.
Even now we are engaged in
military action in the Middle
East, facing a group bent on
laying waste to the sanctity of
human rights.
Bill C-51, dubbed the Canadian “anti-terrorism” bill, was
tabled in parliament last week,
and is thought to be the largest
reconstruction of Canadian security laws since the 9/11 attacks.
The bill would decrease the
standard for arrest, allowing
police to arrest somebody if they
think an attack “may be carried
out,” differing from the current
standard of “will be carried out.”
The bill would also allow
Canada’s intelligence agency,
CSIS, to disrupt online activity
of suspected terrorists, meaning
officials could interrupt communication between subjects
or involve a subject’s family or
friends in deterring that person
from taking part in terrorist acts.
Finally, officials would be able
to apply for a court order to seize,

or force a website to remove,
“terrorist propaganda” with the
consent of Canada’s attorney
general.
Bill C-51 can be interpreted as
being vague, unclear and even
grossly overreaching in its goals
to prevent terrorism in Canada.
The bill almost seems to pay
homage to the Patriot Act, the
American anti-terrorism legislation that came to fruition in the
aftermath of the 9/11 attacks.
The Patriot Act greatly expanded the American government’s
surveillance capabilities, which
in the post-9/11 world, looked
to be a promising way to prevent
future attacks.
What the American people
found nearly a decade later was
famously revealed by whistleblower Edward Snowden; the
act helped the National Security
Agency collect information on
Americans with little to no oversight and gross insensitivity.
However, can we really lay
blame on the federal government, including both the Conservatives and Liberals as supporting parties, for suggesting a
bill that seems so ambiguous and
disconcerting?
Recent polls from Angus-Reid
show that Canadians overwhelmingly support the expansion of government powers to
battle terrorism.
What’s more, it was revealed
that the majority of us either feel
that Bill C-51 rightly balances
freedom with security, or “does
not go nearly far enough” to
provide security.
The poll also showed that most
of us garner a “fair amount of
trust” in the federal government

In the face of fear, we must
not allow the court of pubic
opinion to push for the
unjust prosecution of our
fellow countrymen.

using our personal data only for
the purpose of combatting terrorism.
We have showed the federal
government that we are scared
and have an appetite that craves
a hefty portion of security, assured that it will not spoil our
side of charter rights.
Polls signal to the federal government that legislation of this
nature is a winner, much desired
for a ruling Conservative party
facing recent unpopularity, and a
Liberal party haunted by historic
third-party status.
We must not fall victim to the
heinous purpose of terrorism by
allowing ourselves to eke out an
existence in an eternal state of
fear.
In the face of fear, we must not
allow the court of public opinion
to push for the unjust prosecution of our fellow countrymen.
We must live by the infamous
words of American journalist
Edward R. Murrow from his See
It Now broadcast: “We will not
be driven by fear into an age of
unreason, if we dig deep in our
history and our doctrine, and
remember that we are not descended from fearful men.”
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Effects of the slump in oil prices
SPENCER GIBARA
OPINION COLUMNIST

TARIQUE PLUMMER
OPINION COLUMNIST

Oil, by both value and volume, is
undoubtedly the largest internationally traded good. This has
brought about a less than stable
hydrocarbon economy. While
the price of oil has dropped
substantially, it is imperative to
note that the price of oil is linked
to energy intensive service and
goods production as well as the
prices for other fuels.
Abrupt changes in this hydrocarbon economy, such as under
or oversupply, breeds a wide
array of ramifications on both
oil producing and consuming
countries.
The sharp dip in global oil
prices convincingly qualifies for
the abrupt changes category. An
evaluation of the impact of the
world is critical to fully understand how devastating or even
beneficial such prolonged prices
will have on involved parties.
Venezuela is one of the largest
exporters of oil with some of the
cheapest prices in petroleum. It
was reported that subsidies cost
the capital, Caracas, over $12 bil-

lion per year. In perhaps a politically obstinate move, President
Nicolas Maduro has declared
that the country will neither
enforce higher prices or remove
the subsidies. This is against the
back drop of an over 60 per cent
inflation, which has positioned
the country to fall into a recessional spin.
Economic mismanagement
has not helped their case. Interestingly, the government’s cautious approach in not increasing
prices could possibly be because
they wish not to have a repeat
of the 1989 petrol price increase
riots that resulted in the deaths
of hundreds of people.
Saudia Arabia, on the other
hand, is the pearl of the oil producing world and inarguably the
Organization of the Petroleum
Exporting Countries’ most influential member.
Saudi Arabia has such power
that if it would cut back on its
production, the global oil prices
would return to to normal. However, Saudia Arabia has shown
no indication of being a team
player.
It is probable that the country’s nonchalance stems from
its selfish desires to pressure the
booming shale and oil industry
of the United States and teach
the members of OPEC discipline;
but the most suspected reason is
Saudia Arabia wants to knock out
the competition.
The country has deep reserves,
approximately worth $700 billion, and therefore can withstand
low prices for a relatively long
time. The logics behind this
strategy is that the current affair

of low oil prices will force higher
cost producers such as Russia
to shut down and in doing this,
Saudi Arabia is optimistic about
snapping up those newly available shares in the market; a long
term plan, indeed, and a brilliant
one at that.
However, onlookers must
remember that Saudia Arabia
employed this exact strategy in
the 1980s and the result was a
badly affected Saudia Arabian
economy. Will the same strategy
produce a different result?
Russia is another country
heavily dependent on oil exports.
It is one of the largest oil producers, with over 70 per cent of its
income coming from the energy
exportation sector.
The World Bank has predicted
that Russia’s economy will downsize by 0.7 per cent if oil prices
continue to slide. This forecast
was built from the fact that the
nation hemorrhages $2 billion
for every $1 drop in oil prices.
This is beyond significant, but
despite the assessment, Russia
refuses to cut production citing
that a cut in production will see
an increase in demand by importer countries, and by extension the inevitable loss of their
niche market.
Russia’s issues deepen even
more: the western imposed
sanctions on it over its support
of the separatists in Eastern
Ukraine has caused more harm
than good. As a result, Russia’s
chances of avoiding a recession
are miniscule.
U.S. oil production levels are
at their highest in 30 years. The
extraction of gas and oil from

shale formations via hydraulic
fracking has been a major cause
for the decrease in oil prices.
Head of energy strategy at Citi,
Seth Kleinman, said, “Shale has
essentially severed the linkage
between geopolitical turmoil in
the Middle East, and oil price
and equities.” This, in the American context, is an additional
gain.
When discussing U.S. fracking,
it’s also important to mention that it’s been a key factor
in reducing greenhouse gases.
President Obama has gone
against many in the environmental movement that support him
in order to push for natural gas
extraction. Moreover, fracking
has led to increased tensions
between the U.S. and OPEC.
Like Saudi Arabia, United Arab
Emirates, Kuwait and the other
Gulf producers have accumulated massive reserves, which
means they can absorb losses for
some time as well without being
devastated.
On the other hand, other
OPEC members, including
Nigeria, Iraq and Iran, are more
limited in this regard, especially
when one considers their great
budgetary demands and dense
populations. Their oil revenues
must be consistent and sufficient
at the same time. Elsewhere, the
European countries have mixed
feelings towards the situation.
With economies characterized by weak growth and low
inflation, low oil prices are
welcomed. Mathematics says
that a 10 per cent decrease in
prices will translate into a 0.1 per
cent growth in economic output.

A country like China, which is
the largest net importer of oil,
is set to benefit. Similarly, India
imports over 70 per cent of its oil
and thus, falling prices will ease
the deficit on its current account.
Low prices bring mixed blessings
for Japan, even though it’s an
importer of oil. The high inflation
incited by the equally high oil
prices is a critical political part of
the current Japanese administration’s growth strategy to combat
deflation.
And finally, for Canadians the
drop in oil prices has also had
mixed results.
For one, the consumers are
happy. Seeing prices drop below
a dollar a litre has made life
easier for anyone with a car, but
there’s a downside.
Provincial governments are
having trouble balancing their
books, and premiers like Kathleen Wynne are contemplating
a carbon tax. While that would
work with bringing government revenue up, the people at
the bottom of the income scale
would be hurt the most.
So globally, the ramifications
from mass production of oil are
numerous and intricate. While
OPEC is aiming to get back the
market share they’ve lost over
the years, consumers are caught
in a brutal tug-of-war.
It’s rumoured that OPEC will
continue to produce more oil for
at least two years, which leaves
many governments scrambling
for funds.
Hopefully, this crisis should
serve as the ideal incentive for
these countries to further diversify their economies.

A mental trap
DON MORGENSON
COMMUNITY CONTRIBUTOR

Someone looking at Canada
from a distance could be
deceived. We appear to be a
content, somewhat smug people,
although we have slipped down
on the United Nation’s “Best
places to live” scale. For most of
us life is easy — or is it?
Beneath this mask of sanctimony lies is a brutal reality: a
large percentage of Canadian
citizens are behind bars. Many
of them are jailed for non-violent
crimes and are at risk of developing or exacerbating mental
illness.
Given Prime Minister Stephen
Harper’s penchant for “tough on
crime” legislation and prison
privatization, it may not be long
before for-profit corporations
will control the billion-dollar
prison supply-and-demand
business.
In the United States, private
companies such as Wackenhut Corrections, Corrections
Corporation of America and U.S.
Corrections Corporation are
Wall Street stock darlings. Their
lobbyists promise to cut costs
while demanding mandatory

minimum sentences for minor
offenses. What Harper’s advisors
ignore is that there has always
been ambiguity around mental
illness and criminality. Some
confusion stems from the complexity and nebulous character
of most psychological impairments. There is also the problem
of the glaring lack of hard facts
about the person’s mental state
at the time of the alleged crime.
Difficulty also arises from the
unreliable correspondence between fine legal distinctions and
our psychological knowledge. Finally, there are serious questions
regarding how appropriate it is to
apply medical considerations to
issues of morality and crime.
With budget cuts, continued
deinstitutionalization and the
diminishing number of hospital
beds, many chronically ill psychiatric patients are now homeless or enmeshed in the criminal
justice system. If mental hospitals become de facto extensions
of the prison system, hospital
administrators may become
more security-minded, and will
give more attention to fences and
locked doors and less attention
to the dynamics of rehabilitation.
So we insist on our pretensions
to pluralism and those compelling populist, libertarian ideals,
and yet we remain a punitive and
intolerant people, confusing professional care with social control
and compassion with greed.
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Losing the battle for first
JOSH PETERS
SPORTS EDITOR

A storied rivalry was renewed
and intensified Saturday afternoon at the Athletic Complex.
Just over a month after the Wilfrid Laurier University women’s
basketball team defeated the
number one Windsor Lancers
on their home soil, the Lancers
came to Waterloo with a purpose, defeating the Hawks by a
final score of 77-68.
“We knew it was going to be
a battle. We knew beating them
at home, they weren’t going to
come back and take us lightly.
They were going to come out for
blood and that is exactly what
they did,” said fifth-year centre
Whitney Ellenor, who finished
the game with 18 points, seven
rebounds and five rejections.
The Lancers opened the game
with a strong, crisp, refined
brand of basketball that saw
them shoot 54 per cent in the
first quarter. Windsor guard
Korissa Williams dropped in 18
of the team’s 30 points in that
quarter.
The Golden Hawks were down
by as many as 18 in the first half,
but battled back with solid defensive play, forcing 20 turnovers
on the day against a team that
averages just 16 per game.
As the seconds ticked down
in the first half, fifth-year guard
Lee Anna Osei stole the Lancer
inbound pass and laid in an easy
basket, cutting the lead to eight
heading into the break.
“I think we are a team that,
when we play really great de-

SHELBY BLACKLEY/CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR

Lee Anna Osei drives hard to the basket in the loss to Windsor Saturday.

fence, our offence feeds off that.
Just the fact that we finished with
that play, I think we came out
confident and we came out with
a little more pep in our step on
defence. It made the world of a
difference,” she said.
The second half saw the Hawks
get as close as one point, when
they cut the lead to 52-51 in the
third quarter behind strong play
from their starters and some key
bench play.
However, that is as close as the

FROM COVER

Hawks sweep
Gaels in quarters
Win sends Laurier to OUA semi-finals
-cover
the penalty killing unit, placing
fourth in the conference while
the Gaels were 13th.
The Hawks had four penalties
throughout the series while the
Gaels only had three, including
one in the final three minutes.
At the one minute and 25 mark,
Baxter made the Gaels pay with
a shot from the front of the blue
line through traffic to give the
Hawks a lead coming into the
dying minutes.
“I think I was just trying my
best to get the puck to the net.
Luckily we had a lot of good
screens that were in a really
good position. It was just a light
wrister, but it ended up getting
through,” Baxter said.
“It was a pretty exciting moment.”
Baxter’s play throughout the
series drew the praise of her
coach.
“She’s in her fourth year and
we can play her for six periods almost every second shift, and she
is still running down players —
she’s still got enough muster to
wire one right from the top of the
blue line, wire the winning goal

“There was a mixture of
emotions on the ice — it
was a pretty composed
bunch who scored twice.”

-Rick Osborne, head coach

on the powerplay,” Osborne said.
According to Osborne, scoring
two goals in the last minute was
a testament to the Hawks resolve
and their conditioning.
“For a three-minute spread
after nine periods in two days,
we had some kids who were still
paying the price of the time out
there get us through that last
three minutes and not have to go
back.”
With the win, the Hawks will
now face off against the third
place Mustangs. The best-ofthree series begins Feb. 25 at 7
p.m. in London.
The winner will clinch a spot
at the national championships in
Calgary, Alberta.

Hawks would get, as they were
unable to take the lead or close
the narrow gap that the Lancers
held on to for the remainder of
the game.
According to head coach Paul
Falco, playing the Lancers just
before the playoffs get underway
is a great way for the club to get
used the intensity of the games
in the coming weeks.
“It was a good experience for
us because we are now into the
playoffs and every game is going

to be intense like that, so it was
good preparation,” he said.
With the win, the Lancers
will now finish first in Ontario
University Athletics and host the
final four — an accolade that
would have been Laurier’s had
they come away victorious.
Before the Hawks can make
their trip west to seek revenge,
they must first get through the
quarter final matchup which
they will host this Saturday in
Waterloo. They will face either
the Laurentian Voyageurs or
the Queen’s Golden Gaels. The
squad narrowly escaped Kingston with a three-point win over
the Gaels earlier in the season.
Falco said he believes the key
factor in the coming weeks will
be execution.
“We know that we can play
with top teams. It’s going to
come down to executing in the
crunch so we still have a week of
prep for quarterfinal. Whoever it
is we are going to play we want to
be ready to battle as hard as we
can,” he said.
The Lancers have dominated
women’s basketball in recent
memory, capturing four straight
national titles. However, the
Hawks ability to play with them
this year has Ellenor feeling
optimistic in her final season at
Laurier. She has her sights set on
one game in particular.
“I can’t wait to play them
again. Finals of OUA, we’re coming. We are going to go hard. We
know exactly what we have to do
and I think we showed tonight
that we can play with them and
we can beat them,” she said.
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Double gold for Laurier curling
Both the men’s and women’s curling teams came in first at the OUA championships in Guelph
DREW YATES
STAFF WRITER

After capturing the Canadian Interuniversity Sport bronze medal and
provincial silver the previous year,
fourth-year skip Aaron Squires and
the Wilfrid Laurier University men’s
curling team can add an Ontario
University Athletics gold medal to
their growing collection of hardware.
The Hawks captured gold after
winning the championship final
against the Western Mustangs 4-3 in
eight ends.
The gold medal has eluded Squires
and the rink during their career. They
fell short the previous year when
Squires came down with an illness
the day of the championship final,

when the Hawks captured silver. The
win also ended a seven-year gold
drought, as the men’s curling team
has not won an OUA gold medal
since the 2008 season.
“It’s a great feeling,” Squires said,
after capturing the gold medal. “It
was unfortunate last year with what
happened, when I didn’t have a
chance to play in the final, but the
boys were able to win [silver], and
they were upset when we didn’t win
[gold], but to come out on top was a
great feeling for everybody.”
“Our goal throughout the season,
because we had the same team as
last year was to medal at OUAs and
our entire season so far this year
has been with that goal in mind,
despite the fact that we are the host

university for CIS, we were not going
to be complacent,” head coach Glenn
Paulley said.
“We absolutely wanted to make
sure that when we went into OUAs
we medaled and qualified for CIS
and earned it.”
The Hawks took the long route
through playoffs, finishing third
place in round robin play and drawing against the University of Ontario
Institute of Technology in the quarterfinals.
After defeating the Ridgebacks in a
thrilling 5-3 victory, the Hawks were
faced with a tough task in drawing
the undefeated Brock Badgers in the
semifinals.
After dropping their round robin
game against the Badgers, the Hawks

went into the semifinal game with a
championship final berth on the line.
The rink took the lead by scoring a
deuce with the hammer in the fifth
end, and then stole another deuce
in the sixth to take a commanding
6-3 lead. The Hawks would limit the
Badgers to drawing for a single and
held on to collect another deuce to
advance in an 8-4 victory.
The rink showed resiliency in the
final as Western came out firing,
taking an early lead and limiting the
Hawks chances to score in the third
end.
The Hawks would turn the tables
and steal three points in the next
three ends to take a 4-2 lead going
into the final stretch. That was all the
rink needed to secure OUA gold.

Despite their finish the previous
three years, Squires and the rink
were determined to build towards
OUA gold, realizing that capturing it
would require time.
“We knew since year one that it
would be a stepping stone kind of
thing. It would take time and we
wouldn’t come out and win, and although we were confident in our first
and second years, it was a building
process,” he said. “We built and we
had a good run last year and a good
run at CIS and this year we wanted to
do even better than that.”
The rink will go for CIS gold when
they compete at nationals on March
18 at 8:30 a.m. at the K-W Granite
Club. Their opponent remains to be
determined.

CONTRIBUTED IMAGES BY RICHARD ZAZULAK

Fraser Reid (left) of the men’s curling team and Carly Howard (right) of the women’s team both help their rinks capture first place honours in the OUA curling championships in Guelph.
DREW YATES
STAFF WRITER

For the fourth time in five years, the
Wilfrid Laurier University women’s
curling team won the gold medal
at the Ontario University Athletics
championships.
Skipped by third-year Carly
Howard, the team defeated the Brock
Badgers 5-3 and the Carleton Ravens
5-4 in the playoffs and earned their
spot in the Canadian Interuniversity
Sport nationals, held at Laurier from
March 18 to 21.
“It feels really good,” Howard said,
immediately following the championship final against Brock. “I was
really happy that we made it to the

top three, was really important for
us to make sure that everyone knew
that we needed to be at CIS.”
After securing first place and
earning a bye into the semifinals by
beating the previously undefeated
Guelph Gryphons in round robin
play, the Hawks started their bid for
gold drawing against the Carleton
Ravens.
Unfortunately for the rink, the
rock picked in the fourth end, which
led to the Ravens stealing a point and
leading 4-1 coming into the fourth
end break.
Howard and the team did not
feel discouraged by the scoreboard.
Instead, they took an end by end approach to the rest of the game.

“It just took me a minute to realize
that we’re only down three, and we
can come back, and we have come
back, years before, and that’s all that
we need right?” Howard said.
“I know I need to be making sure
that I’m okay and ready to play and
I did, I just threw it aside and said,
‘Guys, we just need to steal one every
end. We just need to look at the end
we’re playing in and making sure
that we make our shots, shot by shot,’
and then we just kept rolling with
that.”
The rink stole four points in the
second half of the draw and earn
their spot in the gold medal game.
They never looked back from there.
The Hawks took three points in

the third end to take the lead in their
game against Brock and forced the
Badgers to settle for a single point.
The rink retook the hammer and
followed up with a deuce in the sixth
end and limited the Badgers opportunities to take a 5-3 lead coming
into the final end.
Laurier continued knocking
Brock’s stones out of play, and
secured the gold medal and the
championship banner.
Varsity coach Jason Rice was
happy with the way the team persevered through the semifinals to win
the gold medal game.
“It’s huge for Wilfrid Laurier — the
whole curling program — and the
team played phenomenal. We set our

goals this season and to be able to
fulfill them is just phenomenal going
into CIS,” he said.
According to Rice, it was important for the Hawks to maintain that
momentum gained from winning
both playoff games coming into CIS
nationals next month.
“It’s going to give us a lot of good
momentum coming into nationals.
To be able to say that we’re not just
the host but we’re also OUA champions,” he said.
The Hawks will begin their road
for CIS gold on March 18 at 12 p.m.,
with their opponent yet to be determined. All draws will be played at
the K-W Granite Club, where Laurier
will have home ice advantage.
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